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PAGE 757
Molecular replacement (MR) is widely used for addressing the phase problem in X-ray crystallography, but historically, crystallogra-
phers have had limited success using NMR structures as MR search models. In this study, Mao et al. demonstrate that NMR
structures that have been solved and refined using modern NMR methods such as the interatomic variance-matrix based protocol
‘‘FindCore’’ can be routinely employed as MR templates for solving X-ray crystal structures of proteins with a sequence identity
of higher than 40%. The 25 pairs of NMR/X-ray crystallography data sets presented here will be valuable for future methods
development efforts.Neurexin, Take I: Mediating Complex Assembly
PAGE 767
The synaptic adhesion molecules neurexins play a crucial role in neurotransmitter release and in maintain-
ing synaptic function and integrity through the organization of synapticmolecules. Here, Miller et al. present
the high-resolution structure of the a-neurexin-1 ectodomain, which reveals a unique multidomain
assembly of the asymmetric molecule with two functional arms joined by a flexible hinge. The flexibility
of the a-neurexin-1molecule allows for unrestrained accessibility of the endogenous partner protein neuro-
ligin. This study thus points to a potential mechanism of multiprotein complex assembly that includes
bridging between the pre- and postsynaptic membranes of the synaptic cleft.Neurexin, Take II: Global Architecture
PAGE 779
a-Neurexins are essential synaptic adhesion molecules implicated in autism spectrum disorder and schizophrenia. The extracellular
domains of a-neurexins, concatenations of nine subdomains, protrude into the synaptic cleft where they recruit and organize
synaptic proteins into large multiprotein complexes. The structures of the neurexin 1a extracellular domain (n1a) and an alternative
splice form presented here by Chen et al. reveal an L-shaped molecule that can be divided into three repeats, each containing three
subdomains but with very different spatial arrangements. The remarkable global architecture of n1a reveals how a-neurexins use
their structure to recruit and organize proteins, thereby promoting synaptic function.
Unraveling the Cause of CPVT
PAGE 790
Misregulation of Ca2+ in cardiac muscle cells can cause life-threatening arrhythmias. One such disease, CPVT, is caused by muta-
tions in a large Ca2+ release channel known as the Ryanodine Receptor, and a highly severe form of CPVT is the result of a 35 amino
acid deletion. Here, Lobo et al. describe the crystal structure of a domain harboring the deletion mutation. The mutant displays an
unprecedented structural rescue, in that other parts of the protein are recruited to prevent collapse of the entire domain, and provides
detailed insights into the molecular basis of a severe disease mutation.
Structural Basis of Serine Recombinase Activity
PAGE 799
Small serine recombinases generally require activation by regulatory elements. Here, Keenholtz et al. report a 1.86 A˚ structure of the
catalytic domain of a Sin resolvasemutant that is constitutively active. It forms a tetramer with fully assembled active sites, into which
uncleaved crossover site DNA can be modeled. Pairs of subunits within the tetramer are rotated 35 relative to the arrangement
seen in previous serine recombinase tetramer structures, which supports the hypothesis that subunit rotation within the catalytic
tetramer aligns the broken ends of the DNA for religation.
PDZ tandem: Pulling Together, but Weakly
PAGE 810
PDZ domains frequently appear in tandem as part of a larger protein. Using single molecule fluorescence, McCann et al. provide
direct evidence that the N-terminal PDZ tandem is structurally independent within full-length PSD-95. Molecular refinement identified
a single, lowest energy conformation with an antiparallel alignment of the ligand binding sites. Interactions between PDZ domains are
estimated to be weak, which allows dynamic sampling of different conformations. Based on these results, the authors conclude that
ultra-weak interactions provide a ‘‘low-relief’’ energy landscape that allows the domain orientation to be changed by environmental
interactions.Inefficient DNA Damage Recognition by Dpo4
PAGE 821
Alkylation damage to DNA is induced by a number of endogenous and environmental agents and modifi-
cation of the Watson-Crick edge of the bases is particularly toxic. Here, Rechkoblit et al. demonstrate that
the bypass of 1-methylguanine and 3-methylcytosine lesions by the Y-family polymerase Dpo4 is inefficient
and highly mutagenic. The crystal structures of eight ternary Dpo4 complexes with either correct or incor-
rect terminal 30-partner bases opposite the lesions reveal the basis of the observed blockage and
mutagenicity, and, moreover, suggest implications for damage recognition by repair demethylases.Structure 19, June 8, 2011 ª2011 Elsevier Ltd All rights reserved v
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PAGE 833
The ATPase p97 is involved in cancer and neurodegenerative disorders and mediates ubiquitin-dependent protein degradation,
among other essential functions. It is recruited by multiple cofactors, including the UFD1/NPL4 heterodimer and members of the
UBX domain protein family. To understand the principles governing cofactor selectivity, Ha¨nzelmann et al. determined the crystal
structure of the FAS-associated factor 1 (FAF1) UBX domain in complex with the N-terminal domain of p97. Furthermore, they
demonstrate that FAF1 and UBXD7 only bind to the p97-UFD1/NPL4 complex, but not to free p97, suggesting that hierarchical
cofactor binding has implications for the physiological functions of p97.vi Structure 19, June 8, 2Rotamer Libraries for Protein Design
PAGE 844
Here, Shapovalov and Dunbrack present new backbone-dependent rotamer libraries for use in protein
structure prediction and protein design. These new libraries are based on adaptive kernel density estimates
and kernel regressions, providing smoothly varying and continuous probability distributions and dihedral
angle means and variances. Nonrotameric dihedral degrees of freedom are handled in a novel way,
thus providing full probability density estimates for each rotamer. These new libraries are suitable foruse in programs that employ backbone flexibility and continuous minimization in modeling and design, in particular, the Rosetta
program.Predicting Conformational Change
PAGE 859
In this study, Marsh and Teichmann introduce a simple new measure they call relative solvent accessible surface area (Arel), which
can be used to predict the amount of conformational change a protein will undergo upon binding based on the structures of
either monomeric proteins or bound subunits. Applying this measure to a large set of protein complexes provided evidence that
large conformational changes upon binding are common. Finally, the authors observe that Arel correlates with intrinsic protein flex-
ibility, demonstrating a strong connection between how flexible a protein is and the extent of its binding-induced conformational
change.The Pseudoknot Marks the Spot: RNA Recognition by elF4E
PAGE 868
Initiation of translation of cellular mRNAs requires recognition of the 5’ m7GpppN (cap) structure by initia-
tion factor eIF4E. However, eIF4E facilitates translation of certain plant viral RNAs by binding an uncapped
RNA sequence, the PTE. Using a combination of selective 2’-hydroxyl acylation analyzed by primer exten-
sion (SHAPE), phylogenetic comparisons, and computational modeling, Wang et al. predict that the PTE
forms a compact, branched, pseudoknotted structure. The footprint of eIF4E on the PTE suggests that
a specific guanosinemay insert in the cap-binding pocket of eIF4E, which cradles the pseudoknot, pointing
to a new mechanism of mRNA recognition by eIF4E.The Energetic Costs of Protein Binding
PAGE 881
Here, Stein et al. investigate protein binding mechanisms by systematically assessing the cost of backbone conformational changes
upon association. Sixty-five percent of the 2090 unique unbound-to-bound transitions of protein domains analyzed do not show
significant changes upon binding (lock-and-key model), whereas 13% explore the bound conformation in the unbound state (confor-
mational selection model). Only 2% require external energy (induced fit model) and the remaining transitions are energetically
feasible. The authors also find that domains with many partners tend to undergo smaller changes upon association and are less likely
to freely explore larger adaptations.Fine Mapping of IGF-1R Activity and Dynamics
PAGE 890
Structural features of the activated states of the insulin receptor family are poorly understood. Here, Houde and Demarest investi-
gated hydrogen/deuterium (H/D)-exchange of the type-I insulin-like growth factor receptor (IGF-1R) in the absence and presence
of IGF-1 (active state) and in the presence of antibody inhibitors (inactive state). The data provide details regarding solvent exposure
and receptor dynamics as well as of conformational changes upon activation or inactivation. Multiple peptides demonstrated a
dual-exchange behavior enhanced by IGF-1 binding and eliminated by inhibitory antibody binding, clearly associating these regions
with active state asymmetry and sensing of receptor activity.011 ª2011 Elsevier Ltd All rights reserved
